NAMEPLATE DATA

MODEL: 165440
CASE: PAC-H755
SF: 1.15
PCC: 3.0
RPM: 3450
TYPE: SC
CODE: M
FORM: I
FRM: M56 Y
VOLTS: 208-230/460
AMPS: 5.9-9.6/6.4/8
MAX AMPS:
SF: AMPS:
P: 3
H: 60
INS: B
AMB: 50°C
DUTY: CONT
ENCLOSURE: OOP

EXTERNAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM

NOTES

1. FOR THREADED SHAFT EXT. Mating parts should be relieved one thread to clear fillet.
2. END PLAY NOT TO EXCEED .010 measured with no thrust.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN PARENTHESES ARE REFERENCE DIMENSIONS.
4. Finish paint to be black.